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sk the fans of raw tuna — or maguro, in sashimispeak — why they love this fish so much and
many would find it hard to describe the joy that it
brings to the eyes and lips.
That deep raspberry hue, the velvety texture, the
moistness and density of the flesh… The list of its
charms just goes on. So bewitched are its devotees
that a no-win outcome has emerged, with some
species being driven to extinction from overfishing.
In our cover story dedicated to the prized fish,
we discuss the different species, how they are
graded, where they are found and how the industries
that surround it operate.
No expose on tuna is complete without a paean
to the bluefin – and how it was once regarded as
fish not worthy even of cats in Japan. Now one of
the most hunted creatures on the planet, checks are
thankfully falling into place to keep the populations
from decimation, but we could certainly do our part
to prevent further contamination of the oceans and
the environment, and to reduce demand. We need to
protect it even as we celebrate it.
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From Reviled
To Revered
The tuna has seen its fate soar from a fish not fit to feed the cat to one
of the most hunted creatures on earth
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A

fish are a tough prey because they are large
ll year round, sashimi connoisseurs
and swim fast. The fishermen have to be
flock to 15 East in Manhattan to
very careful when landing their haul too:
sample some of the best bluefin tuna
The tuna must be handled in a way that
outside of Japan. One of the most highly
the skin remains intact and the flesh does
rated Japanese restaurants in New York
not get bruised, because the fish’s external
City, 15 East serves only bluefin tuna and is
appearance heavily influences the price of
known for its Tuna Flight, a dish consisting
the catch.
of two pieces each of five different cuts of
It takes a highly experienced
the prized fish, including the meltingly fatty
professional to grade tuna for the sashimi
belly, called toro, and the lean, deep-red
market because only the best-quality,
akami, which comes from the area around
premium fish will fetch the highest price.
the tuna’s spine and tail. At US$80 (S$100)
First, the skin of the fish is inspected,
a plate, the dish is not for the budgetthe method with which it was caught is
conscious.
also considered and the fish is checked for
Owner and chef Marco Moreira says,
fattiness (when it comes to the belly, the
depending on what time of the year it is or
streakier the better), colour and clarity. The
how good the season is in various parts of
tail of the tuna is often cut to show its colour,
the world, the restaurant may get its supply
moisture content and freshness.
of tuna from the Gulf of Mexico, Spain,
Appearance and smell are what top
Japan, locally from Montauk in Long Island
chefs and restaurateurs look for when
or further up the east coast of the United
selecting sashimi-grade tuna from their
States, from Massachusetts.
suppliers. Chef Dan Segall, who helms the
That the love for sashimi has crossed
kitchens at two of Singapore’s most popular
oceans from East to West and extended
Japanese restaurants, Kinki Restaurant +
to an appreciation for the king of tuna
Bar and Fat Cow, says he only accepts tuna
fish, the bluefin, is both a wonderful and
deliveries from his suppliers if the smell and
worrying trend — wonderful for how there is
colour of the fish meet his standards.
a growing appreciation of Japanese cuisine
“Good, fresh tuna smells of seawater,
and culinary skills worldwide, and worrying
Bluefin tuna are massive and can grow up to several metres in length. (Photo: Getty Images)
iodine and rust,” he shares. “When I check
for how unfettered demand can corrupt and
fish, I take a really deep inhale through my nose
deplete the ocean’s precious resources.
Southern bluefin.
and
let
the
smell fill my lungs. If there is anything wrong
After Japan, the United States and China are the
Bluefin, yellowfin, skipjack and big-eye are the most
with the product, my stomach will turn — and that’s a
world’s biggest tuna consumers. According to Daniel
common species of tuna eaten in sashimi, with bluefin
clear sign that it’s not good enough.”
Pauly, professor of fisheries at the Fisheries Centre at
being the most delicious and, hence, most popular,
When it comes to the tuna’s appearance, he makes
The University of British Columbia in Vancouver, the
while skipjack and albacore are usually used in canned
sure
that the surface has no dry spots or iridescence,
entire tuna industry is worth over US$15 billion a year –
tuna. According to the WWF, as the threat to the
a sign of oxidation. “Bluefin tuna should be a deep red
that is about 20 per cent of the whole fishing industry.
bluefin increases, the big-eye looks to be the next mostand yellowfin tuna, several shades lighter,” he says.
Tuna, he adds, usually fetches prices that are at least five
threatened specie to meet our dining demands.
“Ultimately, both should be opaque and saturated with
times higher than other types of fish.
You Can Tell From Its Smell
colour.”
Tuna species include albacore, skipjack, bigCaught mainly through commercial fishing, with Japan
According to fifth-generation sushi chef Michiharu
eye, blackfin, yellowfin, longtail and the three species
being the most important tuna-fishing country, these
Inoue, who owns an Edo-style sushi restaurant called
of bluefin, namely Atlantic bluefin, Pacific bluefin and
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Tuna are strong swimmers, thanks to their powerful fins and tail. (Photo: Getty Images)

Sushiyoshi in central Tokyo, the best tuna comes from
Oma in Japan’s northern Aomori prefecture, and Toi, in the
northernmost prefecture of Hokkaido. “My father taught
me how to select good tuna. It’s all about the colour,
texture, and moisture content of the flesh,” he says.
From Sea To Table
Tsukiji Market in Tokyo is the biggest wholesale fish and
seafood market in the world. The bluefin tuna auction,
held in the pre-dawn hours, is by far the most exciting
of all the fish auctions that take place there. Over in
Australia, auctions are also held every weekday at the
Sydney Fish Market, located in the city’s inner west.
Sydney Fish Market is the largest of its kind in the
southern hemisphere and the world’s second largest
seafood market.
From these and other major wholesale seafood
markets around the world, like Fulton Fish Market in
New York City and Billingsgate Fish Market in London,
different varieties of high-grade tuna are processed,
packed and transported immediately to restaurants
locally and internationally. “Tuna is really only a ‘market’
fish in Japan and a few other places in the world, mostly
because of the size,” says Segall. “The best fish to be
found in Singapore are mostly imported directly by the
restaurants. Some have their own importing licences
and others use distributors.”
If the chef relies on brokers for his supply of tuna, he
has to be sure that he can entrust them with selecting
the finest fish on his behalf. Says 15 East’s Moreira: “Our
tuna brokers or vendors have their own scouters who
personally inspect the fish right at the dock. If they ship a

tuna that’s not absolutely high quality and beautiful, we
have the right of refusal, although this rarely happens.
Therefore, I’d say that having a close relationship with
your vendors is critical. Without this trust, we could not
maintain our standards at 15 East all the time.”
It is then up to another 15 East chef, Masato
Shimuzu, to decide if the tuna needs to be aged. If it is
too fresh, he may let it age for a day or two. Otherwise,
he breaks the fish down into steaks, wraps it in a special
absorbent paper, wraps it again in plastic and stores it in
a laboratory freezer that can get down to as low as minus
70 deg C. “The tuna is labelled according to the part it is
from or its cut and fat content, and we store the packs in
separate bins to keep them organised,” adds Moreira.
At his restaurants in Singapore, Segall uses several
different types of tuna sourced from various parts of
the world. He purchases mostly yellowfin and big-eye,
and smaller amounts of bluefin. He says the key to
maintaining the flavour of the fish is to keep it cold, dry
and protected from oxygen (or it will change colour). “But
a very large fish is better if it has been killed several days
before it is consumed. The meat needs time to relax
from rigor mortis and a bit of cellular breakdown helps to
enhance the flavour. It’s very similar to ageing beef.”
In Hawaii, big-eye and yellowfin tuna are commonly
used in ahi poke, a salad made from combining raw
tuna pieces with sesame oil, spring onions, sliced white
onions and shoyu.
Tuna appreciation is not all about eating it raw.
Many Japanese restaurants offer tuna cooked in
interesting ways and not always as cuts of meat. Kenji
Maenaka, chef and owner of the bodega-style Izakaya

Fujiyama in Sydney, says his favourite part of the tuna
is around the eyes. “On our menu, we call it the eye
socket. It’s more gelatinous than meaty or fatty, and it’s
quite a delicacy,” he says. “We grill it to bring out its full
flavour and serve it with condiments like ponzu, chilli and
chopped shallots.”
The Palate Does Not Lie
Maenaka loves working with tuna because it looks and
tastes sublime. It has a rich flavour that is addictive and
a beautiful, velvety texture. He also appreciates that the
bluefin keeps a little longer than other types of tuna –
after all, this is when its best flavours emerge.
“Gorgeous flavour, colour and texture aside, the
combination of demand and scarcity is what I think
has driven its value sky-high,” Maenaka says. “People
want what is difficult to get and with the bluefin, that is
becoming increasingly so.”
But it is also important to remember that you get
what you pay for, he adds. “You can go to a premium
Japanese restaurant and pay a large amount for a few
slivers of sashimi or you can go to a chain restaurant and
pay a lot less for sashimi served on a conveyor belt.”
The cheaper plate would have come from a less
popular type of tuna and a poorer grade of its kind that
was deeply frozen and prepared by a chef with less
experience.
A trained and experienced sushi chef would be able
to tell just from looking at a slab of raw tuna if it meets
the standards of a top restaurant. “To the untrained
eye, all tuna might look the same but a real professional
would be able to tell the difference,” he shares.
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The Cult
Of The Bluefin
Ernest Hemingway once called the bluefin tuna the ‘king of all fish’. It was not an overstatement
TEXT SASHA GONZALES /

be supplied, and it cannot be met by sustainable fishing
practices either.”
The soaring prices make fishing for tuna
exceptionally lucrative too.
Last year, a 222kg fish sold at Tokyo’s famed Tsukiji
Market for a record-breaking US$1.8 million (about
US$8,000 per kilogram or, ounce-for-ounce, twice
the price of silver). The buyer of the monster fish was
Kiyoshi Kimura, who owns the Sushi Zanmai restaurant
chain in Japan. “The price was a little bit expensive,” he
was reported to have said after winning the bid. The
previous year, Kimura set the same record when he paid
US$736,000 for a 268kg bluefin.
Once Considered Worthless

Securing the nets for the next big catch. (Photo: Getty Images)

B

uilt like torpedoes, with their hydrodynamic shape
and retractable dorsal and pectoral fins, bluefin tuna
are powerful, steady swimmers and can dive to depths of
more than 1,200m. They are large and heavy creatures
too. On average, a bluefin can grow up to several metres
in length and weigh up to 700kg, although catches have
been reported that far exceed those figures.
There are three types of bluefin — Atlantic (also
called Northern), Pacific and Southern — that are
similar in appearance and live in the northern and
central Atlantic Ocean, the north Pacific Ocean and the
Mediterranean Sea.
The Pacific bluefin is the most at risk, followed
by the Southern and then the Atlantic, according to
Ray Hilborn, of the University of Washington’s School
of Aquatic and Fishery Sciences. Slow-growing,
these beautiful creatures can live up to 30 years, but
overfishing, global warming, pollution and a depletion of
their prey all pose threats to their longevity.
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The bluefin is often described as having a robust,
slightly metallic flavour, with a firm and smooth, almost
melt-in-the-mouth texture, making it ideal for sashimi and
sushi. Its pale-pink, fatty belly is especially prized.
Like wagyu beef, this part of the fish is streaky, with
the underside of the fish — close to the head — yielding
a more marbled texture than the part of the belly that
comes from the middle and back of the fish.
Japan is overwhelmingly the world’s largest
consumer of the bluefin, with about 90 per cent of hauls
going there, says Daniel Pauly, professor of fisheries
at the Fisheries Centre at The University of British
Columbia in Vancouver. In Japanese cuisine, various
varieties of tuna are used, such as the yellowfin and bigeye, but the bluefin is by far the most popular and most
valued.
“There’s no doubt that the demand for bluefin tuna
has increased tremendously over the last couple of
decades, but this demand is now greater than what can

Many people think that tuna sashimi is a long-standing
Japanese culinary tradition, but in fact, Japan’s
insatiable appetite for the bluefin is a relatively recent
phenomenon. In the early 19th century, bluefin tuna
fishing was considered a sport. Wealthy anglers hunted
the creatures for fun, but because they considered tuna
flesh too strong-flavoured and bloody to eat, they often
threw the carcasses back into the water or disposed of
them in landfills.
Bluefin tuna became a delicacy only in the mid-19th
century. Trevor Corson, author of The Story Of Sushi
(2007), notes that the Japanese used to refer to tuna as
neko-matagi (“bad fish that even a cat would disdain”),
preferring milder, more delicate fish varieties to the dark,
beefy and strong-smelling bluefin. But supplies of tuna
were plentiful and therefore cheap, and soon, street
vendors would begin to peddle thin slices of raw bluefin
dressed with shoyu.
It took still several more decades for the bluefin to
achieve cult status. After World War II, many culinary
changes were afoot in Japan. Western food, including
beef, was growing in popularity and the Japanese palate
grew gradually more accustomed to the bluefin’s bold
and robust flavour. Better refrigeration techniques were
also developed around this time, making it easier for
operators of fishing vessels to preserve vast quantities
of fish and then distribute their frozen hauls more widely.

Gigantic frozen tuna for sale at Tokyo’s Tsukiji Fish Market. (Photo: Tsukiji Fish Market © JNTO)

In the 1970s, Japanese cargo plane executives
began promoting bluefin tuna for sushi. Japanese
planes exporting electronic goods to the United States
were returning home empty. To cover the costs of the
return flight, the airline executives decided to fill the
planes with frozen bluefin purchased cheaply from
American fishing docks, bring them back to Tokyo, and
sell them at inflated prices. The bluefin’s reputation as
a delicacy increased, and by the 1990s, it had become
one of the most hunted varieties of fish on the planet.
The End Of The Line?
Today, the bluefin is the most overfished of all the
tuna varieties. Commercial fishers use three different
processes to bring in their catch, depending on the
species of bluefin that’s being targeted: Purse seining,
long lining and trolling. Purse seining involves setting a
large, circular net “wall” around the fish before “pursing”
up the bottom to trap them. Long lining uses a long (often
several kilometres long) main line with baited hooks
attached at intervals. And trolling is where one or more
fishing lines are drawn very slowly through the water by
a moving vessel.
Over the last couple of decades, commercial
fisheries have faced increasing difficulty catching adult
bluefin, due to fast-depleting stocks. As a result, these
wild fish are often caught as juveniles and then held in
ranches where they are fattened through an overfeeding
of fresh sardines, an oily fish. Once they have reached
an appropriate size, they are then euthanised and
sold. These ranched tuna are especially prized for their
buttery-textured, fatty toro.
Japan has a small community of pole-and-line or

hand-line fishermen known as the ippon zuri who
catch their tuna sustainably, one at a time. To preserve
this tradition and also to protect local tuna stocks, the
local authorities have designated three zones around
Japan for the exclusive use of the country’s 200-or-so
ippon zuri fishermen.
Of the three species of bluefin, Pauly says that
the Pacific variety is the most threatened, to the point
where only 5 to 10 per cent of stocks are left. “The
stock is on the way to becoming commercially extinct,”
he explains. “On the other hand, we’ve noticed a
decline in the demand for Atlantic bluefin tuna and the
yield for other varieties of tuna that are less valuable
than the bluefin is increasing.”
With numbers already in free fall, an increased
awareness of the plight of the bluefin may not be
enough to reverse the situation, as ironically, its
publicised scarcity can drive up its price and prestige
value and result in greater demand.
According to Hilborn, tuna stocks are already
fully exploited and it does not seem likely that there
will be further big increases in catch — not in the near
future anyway. If we care about the bluefin, we should
consume it in moderation but he feels that the key to
rebuilding the tuna populations quickly is less about
demand than about setting controls to stem overfishing.
The authorities may be listening. As part of
an international agreement to protect declining
bluefin stocks, fishing quotas have been tightened.
Japan recently announced that, as of next year,
it would halve the amount of juvenile bluefin tuna
taken from the north Pacific in a bid to help boost
existing numbers.
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The signature Tuna Flight at 15 East in Manhattan comprises all the best parts of the bluefin tuna. At $100 a plate, it is not for the budget-conscious. (Photo: Angela Hadl)

Is It SafeTo Eat?
Photo: Getty Images

Contamination of the seas — but not the kind you are thinking of —
is a major threat to tuna populations and our health

TEXT SASHA GONZALES /

I

n recent years, there has been a lot of
concern about radioactivity and mercury
contamination affecting tuna populations.
But according to Daniel Pauly, professor
of fisheries at the Fisheries Centre at The
University of British Columbia in Vancouver,
these are of little concern compared to
problems like pollution.
“The oceans are full of little bits of
degraded plastic that contain poisons like
dioxin and PCBs (polychlorinated biphenyls).
The plastic is consumed by small fish, which
are consumed by tuna and which are then
consumed by humans,” he explains. “This buildup of poison in the food chain is a far bigger
problem than radioactivity from Fukushima,
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which is a more localised issue.”
Chef Marco Moreira of New York restaurant
15 East says he is not too worried about
radiation contamination with the fish he buys.
“Right after the 2011 tsunami in Japan, it was
of concern to us, but once the local authorities
there had tested and cleared the fish and water
for radioactive substances, we felt safe.”
As for mercury contamination, it is more
of a threat to people who consume tuna in
excessive amounts. Health advisories for tuna
consumption differ from country to country,
but in general, nutrition experts agree that
eating the fish more than four times a week can
endanger human health. So like everything else,
tuna should be indulged in in moderation.
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Carving up tuna is no easy feat, as the flesh is thick and meaty. (Photo: Getty Images)

Tuna Trivia
TEXT SASHA GONZALES /

Sushi connoisseurs also refer to the bluefin tuna as
the “black diamond” because of its scarcity.
Tuna was so despised in Japan that in the 12th and
13th centuries, it was thought that eating it would
bring bad luck.
The bluefin tuna is warm-blooded – a rare trait
among fish. This keeps its core muscles warm, so
that it is able to make its way across vast oceans
and swim to great depths.
The Atlantic bluefin can swim at speeds of up to
80kmh. This is why it is known as the cheetah
or the Porsche of the sea. In fact, the word tuna
comes from a Greek word meaning “to rush”.
Yellowfin tuna has a much shorter lifespan than
the Bluefin — six or seven years compared to the
bluefin’s 30.
All species of tuna are nomadic, meaning that they
do not spend their entire life in one place and are
highly migratory.
The largest tuna on record measured 6.4m in
length and weighed 725kg.
Bluefin tuna are known to put up a fight when
caught. In the 19th century, they were loathed for
tearing fishing nets and pulling many a fisherman
into the water.
Sharks and orcas are natural predators of tuna.
Tuna themselves are carnivores, feeding on
different types of fish, squid and crustaceans.
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Take It Home
A platter of fresh sashimi looks sumptuous on the party
table. You can take home good sashimi from these
local suppliers:

Sakuraya Fish Mart
(www.sakuraya.com.sg)
This Japanese company has three convenient
locations around the island where you can pick
up fresh sashimi.

Oceans of Seafood
(oceansofseafood.com.sg)
Much of the seafood sold at this Pasarbellabased market is purchased directly from fishers
and farmers around the globe.

Kuriya Japanese Fresh Fish Market
(www.kuriyafishmarket.com.sg)
The fish from Japan is air-flown into Singapore
thrice weekly and sold immediately at the market.

Hokkaido Fish Market
(www.hokkaidofishmarket.com)
Located in Novena Square, this fourth storey
corner stall with a dine-in area sells fresh sashimi
and sushi that you can take away.

